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The proceeds from tonight’s event benefit Hillel JUC Students

The Edward and Rose Berman Hillel Jewish University Center of Pittsburgh (Hillel JUC) is the center of Jewish life for students from Carnegie Mellon University, University of Pittsburgh, Chatham University, Duquesne University, and other area colleges and universities, serving an estimated 2,200 undergraduate students. For a diverse market of students from various backgrounds and interests, the Hillel JUC provides a nurturing environment where students can both explore and participate in the vibrant world of Jewish life on campus.

Based on the premise that college life involves much more than attending classes, the Hillel JUC provides the environment and tools that empower students to help shape their future as Jewish young adults. Our student-designed and student-led programs challenge them to learn and grow, choosing from an array of religious, cultural, political, and social options based on individual interests.

By engaging and empowering students to help create their own center for Jewish life on campus, the Hillel JUC serves as a training ground for future Jewish leaders and committed members of the community.

For more information, please visit www.hilleljuc.org.
Welcome back to Hillel JUC’s Campus Superstar 2022! We have missed the opportunity to gather and showcase the incredible talent you will witness tonight. As you know, Campus Superstar is the annual fundraising event for The Edward and Rose Berman Hillel Jewish University Center of Pittsburgh. The mission of our Hillel JUC is “to enrich the lives of Jewish students so that they may enrich the Jewish people and the world.” To meet that ambitious assignment, we are fortunate to have fantastic staff, a great board and most importantly, outstanding students.

The essential funds raised by Campus Superstar provide Hillel JUC with the resources to engage with every Jewish student on Pittsburgh area college campuses and to build authentic relationships. These important funds allow us to host Shabbat and Holiday experiences, provide leadership training, social justice activities and Jewish learning fellowships, to host Challah for Hunger, Israel programming and klezmer rehearsals—and so much more. We want every Jewish college student to write their own chapter in the story of the Jewish people. Our commitment to every Jewish student is our best investment in ensuring dedicated Jewish leaders for tomorrow.

Our immense gratitude goes to everyone who has made this event possible. Thank you to our honorees Ellen and Bob Katzen for being role models of how to lead with Jewish values. We commend them for their commitments to our Jewish future. We are grateful that Danielle Kranjec’s legacy continues at Hillel JUC and in the lives of the students she inspired. Danielle transformed what it means to be a Senior Jewish Educator for the entire Hillel movement. And thank you to the performers, audience, donors and the Jewish Federation of Greater Pittsburgh for supporting Hillel JUC and Campus Superstar!
Bob and Ellen Katzen

Ellen and Bob have been married for 60 years with three children and seven grandchildren and have lived in Pittsburgh for their entire lives. Both Ellen and Bob are graduates of the University of Pittsburgh. Ellen earned a Bachelor of Science in education and Bob earned a Bachelor of Arts with majors in political science, economics and insurance. Ellen was an elementary school teacher for three years before raising her children. She created a tye dye business and marketed on both a retail and wholesale level to many venues over three decades. Bob has been a self-employed insurance broker for over 60 years. He was founder and owner of Underwriters Brokerage Service, a regional wholesale brokerage insurance agency. Bob was past Chairman of Life Brokerage Service Corp., past member of Pittsburgh Life Underwriters Association, past board member of the RISK Appraisal Forum and past Chairman of the National Association of Independent Life Brokerage Agencies.

Ellen was President of the Night Chapter of ORT, served on the board of Temple Sinai, chaired many committees and is presently a Lifetime Honorary Trustee of Temple Sinai. Ellen was also awarded the Volunteer of the Year for Temple Sinai. Ellen presently serves as chair of the selection committee of the Mukerji Scholarship Foundation. Bob has been an active fundraiser for the Jewish Federation for over 50 years and was continued on next page
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awarded its Volunteer of the Year Award. Bob has served on the board of Zionist Organization of America, American Jewish Committee, American Jewish National Fund and was past president of Temple Sinai congregation. Bob was past director of First Federal Savings and Loan, First Gateway Properties Inc. Bob was past president of Anshe Lubovitz Cemetery Association and presently serves on the board of the Jewish Cemetery and Burial Association (JCBA). Bob is also current president of the Mukerji Scholarship Foundation.

Bob is a past board member and development chair of Hillel JUC. Both Ellen and Bob were past co-chairs of Hillel JUC’s Campus Superstar and have raised funds over several decades for Hillel JUC. Their endless dedication to Hillel JUC’s mission and vision not only strengthens future Jewish community leaders but also ensures Jewish continuity.
Danielle Kranjec

A nationally-recognized relational educator, Danielle Kranjec served as the Senior Jewish Educator at the Hillel Jewish University Center of Pittsburgh for eight years. Danielle was named a Richard M. Joel Exemplar of Excellence by Hillel International in 2020, the highest honor awarded to Hillel employees. Inspired by her work to elevate the voices of Jewish women and others marginalized by the tradition, her colleagues at Hillel International coined the eponymous “Kranjec Test” to determine whether the sources from which Jewish educators teach are inclusive.

Danielle holds an M.A. in Medieval Jewish Studies from the Jewish Theological Seminary, where she also completed her doctoral coursework. A medievalist by training, Kranjec received her B.A. from Oberlin College, was a Graduate Research Fellow at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, and also completed studies at the Universidad Castilla-La Mancha and the Universidad de Cordoba in Spain, as well as at NYU, The CUNY Graduate Center, and Columbia University.

Danielle is currently the Director of Campus Initiatives for Shalom Hartman Institute of North America, where she leads the vision, design and implementation.
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Presidents’ Messages

Hillel has been a constant in my college experience with its adaptive programming since the beginning of the pandemic. I am so incredibly grateful for the opportunities Hillel at Pitt has provided me and other Jewish students throughout my time at Pitt. Through virtual programming, Hillel was able to offer Shabbat, learning, and interactive experiences. As we’ve moved towards in-person programming, it has been amazing to see virtual friendships come to life. Hillel at Pitt has allowed me to engage with my peers through the cultural and religious aspects of Judaism, and I’m so thankful for the effort Hillel continuously puts into providing a space for inclusion, pluralism, and justice.

CMU-Hillel is amazing because of the support it provides students, as a community of peers and friends. Students are able to enjoy being able to celebrate Shabbat and Jewish holidays with the Hillel community, and have the ability to engage in different aspects of their Judaism, whether it is through culture, community, religion, music, or food!

Melanie Silver
President
Pitt Hillel Jewish Student Union

Etan Cohn
President
CMU Hillel Jewish Student Association
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Isa Antonetti Carnegie Mellon University
Trey Caperton Carnegie Mellon University
Christian Engelhardt Carnegie Mellon University
Kyra Klonoski Carnegie Mellon University
Elizabeth Leclerc Carnegie Mellon University
Alex Sheffield Carnegie Mellon University
Isabelle Myers University of Pittsburgh
Gabriela Garza Point Park University
Liana Monaco Point Park University
Michaela Isenberg Seton Hill University
Alternates: Zana Daghles Point Park University
Alondra Trinidad-Colon Point Park University

Emcee and Special Guest Performer
Sunday Manisto-Saari
Campus Superstar 2019 Winner

Talent Coach, Writer and Director
Jill Machen

Campus Superstar Band
Justin Bendel, Bass Guitar
Brian Lee, Piano and Conductor
Gino Maione, Drums
John Maione, Guitar and Arranger
Nina Mascio, Keyboard

Stage Manager
Jessica Haidet

Photography
Christina Montemurro Photography
Finalists

Isa Antonetti
Carnegie Mellon University
Isabela (Isa) Antonetti is excited to be a finalist for Campus Superstar. She is a Latina from the Greater Rochester NY area and is a first-year student at Carnegie Mellon University pursuing her BFA in Musical Theatre. Some of her favorite credits include female ensemble in the Off-Broadway production of EVITA at the New York City Center, and her alternating role as Velma and Roxie in Chicago, the High School Edition. Outside of singing, Isa loves to paint and spend time with her partner. She would like to thank her family, friends and CMU family for their support and would like to especially thank Hillel JUC for this amazing opportunity.

Trey Caperton
Carnegie Mellon University
Trey Caperton (any/all pronouns) is so incredibly excited to share the stage with some of Pittsburgh’s most talented college students. Trey is a sophomore Musical Theatre major at Carnegie Mellon University who calls Albuquerque, New Mexico home. Raised in a household filled with the sounds of Metallica, Linkin Park, Don Williams, Willie Nelson, and Bon Jovi, Trey has spent their entire life singing an eclectic variety of music and is eager to share one of the songs from their childhood tonight. Trey is incredibly thankful for the love and support of you, the audience, Daniela Deuel, Jan Browning, Mickey Prokopiak, all of their loving mentors at Carnegie Mellon, their friends, their family back home, and Hillel JUC for the opportunity to perform for you tonight. @treyperton on Instagram.
Christian Engelhardt
Carnegie Mellon University

Christian Engelhardt is a sophomore Musical Theatre major at Carnegie Mellon University, and is thrilled to be a finalist in Campus Superstar. Originally from Illinois, Christian attended the Chicago Academy for the Arts for high school, where he was seen as Frederic in *The Pirates of Penzance*, Robbie Fay in *A Man of No Importance*, and Oberon in *A Midsummer Night’s Dream*, among other shows. He would like to thank everyone involved with Campus Superstar and Hillel JUC for such a fantastic opportunity. Additionally, he would like to give a special thank you to his family, friends, and teachers, who have all greatly contributed to his continuing journey as an artist. He is honored to be sharing the stage with such incredible individuals, and hopes you enjoy each and every performance!

Kyra Klonoski
Carnegie Mellon University

Kyra Klonoski, a sophomore at Carnegie Mellon University School of Drama, is so excited to be joining fellow artists in Campus Superstar! After the past two years she is so excited to be performing again and hopes that you enjoy the show!
Elizabeth Leclerc  
Carnegie Mellon University  

Liz Leclerc is a current freshman at Carnegie Mellon University pursuing a BFA in Acting/Music Theatre. Originally from New Jersey, she has performed at the Paper Mill Playhouse and the Mayo Performing Arts Center for several years. Favorite credits include Cassie in *A Chorus Line*, Janet van de Graaf in *The Drowsy Chaperone*, and Elaine Harper in *Arsenic and Old Lace*. Most recently, she was awarded the Young Musician’s Scholarship by the Music in the Somerset Hills and was invited to perform as a vocal soloist along with a Broadway orchestra at their Essex Outdoor Summer Concert event. Liz is incredibly grateful to Hillel JUC for this opportunity. Tonight she is singing for her loving family and friends who are supporting her.

Alex Sheffield  
Carnegie Mellon University  

Alex Sheffield is so excited and honored to be a finalist in this year’s Campus Superstar and perform with such talented people! Originally from the UK, she is a Musical Theatre Sophomore at Carnegie Mellon University. She is currently the Choreographer for *RENT*, and recent theatre credits include *A funny Thing that Happened on the Way to the Forum*, *Les Miserables*, and *The Secret Garden*. Although most of her life is spent singing, dancing, and acting, she enjoys drawing, choreographing, and adding to her vintage clothing obsession. She would like to thank Hillel JUC, Claudia Benack, her roommates and friends for their loving support, God, and her family, for never letting her give up on singing, even when she sounded terrible.
Isabelle Myers is a junior Anthropology major at the University of Pittsburgh. When she's not singing, attending class, in the lab, or working at her favorite doggy daycare, Isabelle enjoys making art and catching up on various TV shows in her (minimal) spare time. She is currently a member of the Pitt a cappella group, The Songburghs. Isabelle sends her love and thanks to her parents back at home in York, PA, as well as her talented cellist sister and other wonderful family members, friends, and mentors across the country.

Gabriela Garza is originally from the Rio Grande Valley in South Texas. She is honored to have the opportunity to be a finalist for Campus Superstar. Garza is a sophomore musical theatre major at Point Park University. She most recently performed in Curtains at PPU. Her work in high school productions sparked the love she has for theatre. She continued working on her craft and won a regional Palm Award the following year for the “Best Leading Actress in a Musical,” playing the role of Donna in Mamma Mia! She would like to thank her family for always supporting her in all endeavors. Gabriela is so glad to have this opportunity and hopes you enjoy tonight's performances.
Liana Monaco
Point Park University

Liana Nicole Monaco is excited to be a finalist in Campus Superstar! She is a senior musical theatre major and dance minor at Point Park University. Recent Pittsburgh credits include Curtains at the Pittsburgh Playhouse, and Bright Star with Front Porch Theatricals. Many thanks to her family and friends for the never-ending support, and to the CSS team for this amazing opportunity. Enjoy the show!

Michaela Isenberg
Seton Hill University

Michaela Isenberg, a graduating senior at Seton Hill University, is blessed to be joining so many talented artists in Campus Superstar this year. With her BFA in musical theatre, she plans to move to New York City or Los Angeles to pursue her career in acting. Some of her favorite roles include Velma Kelly in Chicago, Gynecia in Head Over Heels, and Elle Woods in Legally Blonde. She would like to thank her extremely supportive family, friends and professors– and most importantly, Hillel JUC for this incredible opportunity.
Zana Daghles is a junior at Point Park University pursuing a major in Community Psychology and a minor in Social Justice Studies. Outside of school, she loves musical theater, baking, and collecting Squishmallows. She is very excited to be a part of this program and is grateful for the opportunity to meet so many talented artists. Endless thanks to her parents for their love and support!

Alondra Trinidad-Colon has been performing since she was 5 years old. She got her start singing in her local church choir and performing in school productions. She found a passion for it and hasn't stopped since. She's currently a sophomore at Point Park University where she is majoring in Musical Theatre. Although a musical theatre kid at heart she also enjoys singing jazz and r&b in her spare time. She also hopes to one-day release some music of her own. She thanks her grandmother Nereida for passing down her love of singing. As well as a big thanks to her parents and friends for their constant love and support.
Jill Machen has returned to direct and produce her 14th Campus Superstar after launching the first Hillel production back in 2006. Ms. Machen is a director and choreographer and has received Gene Kelly awards and nominations locally for her work on *Pippin*, *The Hot Mikado*, and *Urinetown*. Jill writes and directs original material as well. Her inventive revue “No Reservations” received critical acclaim and recognition in the Post-Gazette. Jill spends time participating in a series of Broadway workshops each summer, attending master classes with current Broadway casts and production teams. It has been especially exciting over the years to watch the progress of the many former campus superstar contestants working and performing in NYC, on tour, and on Broadway! In addition to directing, Jill is a private audition coach for actors and students looking toward careers in acting and musical theatre. Though she has many other credits of which she is proud, Jill’s favorite and greatest productions (which she co-directs with husband Michael) are the smash hits, “IT’S A GIRL,” starring Lindsay, and the sequel, “IT’S A GIRL 2” starring Jennifer. Look for a new work in that series due out in 2020 entitled “They Both Said, I Do”! Jill hopes for such great success in all future productions.
Sunday spent her early years in Minneapolis, Minnesota and Southside Chicago, appearing in countless theatrical performances and vocal recitals, singing in her mother’s church, then soon moving onto film opportunities. High school took her to Washington State where, inspired by icons like Tina Turner, Madonna, Prince, she focused on developing her voice and songwriting career.

After being accepted to Carnegie Mellon University, she made her mark Freshman year by winning the esteemed “Campus Superstar” competition which quickly led to collaborations with other musicians and drama students, fine tuning her business skills to create her own original music and accompanying videos. In school, Sunday explored delving into characters of substance including her most recent role of Marya D while outside of school she performed concerts alongside an incredible array of drag queens and kings in Pittsburgh in the cabaret series “Another Party With Amanda Lepore,” “After Werk,” “Do it for Betty White Brunch,” and more.

The pandemic afforded Sunday an opportunity to live abroad with her family in Cairo, Egypt and volunteer at an organization named STARS: for refugees by refugees. It was during this time that she regularly performed originals at the “Cairo Jazz Club” with fellow producers and musicians. She was also able to connect and work with a fierce team of Cinematographers and Directors from Yemen to create the music video for her original song, “Waves”.

Through activism and empathy, Sunday writes music and creates her art in a collaborative process, striving to reveal that regardless of the experiences we may go through, human beings are deeply resilient and unique.

Sunday has her second EP coming out - stop by her website https://sundaymanistosaari.com
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applauds the wonderful efforts of Hillel JUC, true community leaders Bob and Ellen Katzen, and all of the talented Campus Superstar contestants!
is a proud supporter of

Hillel

The Edward and Rose Berman
Hillel Jewish University Center
of Pittsburgh

Congratulations to the 2022
Campus Superstars!
Make every day its own victory.

Thank you, Hillel Jewish University Center of Pittsburgh, for helping to make our community a place we’re proud to call home.

pnc.com
IT IS OUR GREAT PLEASURE TO CONGRATULATE THIS YEAR’S HONOREES ELLEN AND BOB KATZEN AND DANIELLE KRANJEC

Your vision and leadership have helped To make the Hillel JUC the wonderful place it is for Jewish campus life in Pittsburgh.

We are so proud of you!
Rose and Ed Berman
Congratulations to
Franny and Bob Katzen
and thank you for
supporting Hillel JUC.

We wish you all the best!

Rhoda and Chuck Steiner
Congratulations to The Katzens and Danielle Kranjec

Compliments Of A Friend
We are proud to support the Hillel JUC’s Campus Superstar. Continue to let your star shine bright like a diamond.

We see a tree.

Congratulations to superstars Ellen and Bob Katzen!

Nurturing potential.
That’s one of the things that The Edward & Rose Berman Hillel Jewish University Center of Pittsburgh does best.

Be a superstar yourself, by making a commitment to the Jewish Federation of Greater Pittsburgh — a proud supporter of Hillel JUC.

Visit jewishpgh.org/donate or call 412.681.8000.
We hear your beautiful voice everyday.

You will always be our Superstar.

You are loved beyond words,

Your Family

Congratulations to the winner of the Ellen Weiss Kander Award (the "ELLY Award")!!!
We’re thrilled to celebrate you, Franny and Bob! We are better people because of your guidance and happier people because of your friendship. We are humbled by the quiet way you make such immense impact.

Congratulations, Danielle, on such a well-deserved honor. You poured your heart and your teaching into nurturing students’ growth. And they will give you back strong Jewish trees planted all over the world. Thank you for so many years of dedication to Hillel – and for being you.

Sue, Doug, Leah and Jake

🎉
Congratulations To...

OUR TALENTED 2022 SUPERSTAR FINALISTS

OUR AWESOME HILLEL JUC STAFF AND BOARD

OUR PAST HONOREES

AND THE CREW WHO ALWAYS DELIVERS AN AMAZING CAMPUS SUPERSTAR SHOW

WE SALUTE YOU ALL!

FRANNY AND BOB KATZEN
Congratulations to CMU’s Campus Superstar students!

Isa Antonetti
Trey Caperton
Christian Engelhardt
Kyra Klonoski
Elizabeth Leclerc
Alex Sheffield

Your passion and talent are inspirational.

Carnegie Mellon University
cmu.edu
Congratulations to Ellen and Bob Katzen

and

Danielle Kranjec

For being Superstars
Helping Hillel JUC to sustain the Pittsburgh Jewish student community.

Barbara and David Burstin
“Acts of kindness never die. They linger in the memory, giving life to other acts in return.”
-Rabbi Jonathan Sacks z"l.

Bob, Ellen, and Danielle,
Through your acts of kindness and incredible leadership, your impact on the Jewish future is profound.

Mazel Tov to you and all who make this event possible.
Best of luck to our Campus Superstar contestants!

Gail and Norman Childs
Jeremy Childs
Daniel Childs & Phebe Lockyer
Never stop pushing the edge of what’s possible.

Congratulations to the superstar finalists including our own Isabelle Myers.
Thank you Ellen and Bob Katzen

for your friendship and support of the Hillel JUC.

Congratulations to Danielle Kranjec, the Hillel JUC board, volunteers, students, and staff.

You are all truly superstars to us!

Barbara and Danny Shapira
MAZAL TOV to Temple Sinai Superstars:

Bob & Ellen Katzen

You inspire us with your kindness, generosity, & leadership!

5505 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15217
(412) 421-9715 • www.TempleSinaiPGH.org
Thank you Bob and Ellen for everything you have done and continue to do for our Hillel JUC students! Congratulations to Danielle on this well-deserved recognition.

- Mike and Yana Warshafsky
Mazel Tov!

David & Susan Kalson proudly applaud:

The Campus Superstar finalists for their talent and perseverance;

The Hillel JUC staff and Danielle Kranjec for their dedication and inspiration; and

Ellen and Bob Katzen for their years of loving devotion to the Hillel JUC and its students.
SIGNATURE PROUDLY SUPPORTS

Hillel JUC
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Securities offered through Kestra Investment Services, LLC (Kestra IS), member FINRA/SIPC. Investment advisory services including financial planning and fee-based managed accounts offered through Kestra Advisory Services, LLC (Kestra AS), an affiliate of Kestra IS. All other advisory services offered through Signature Select Wealth, LLC. Signature Financial Planning and Signature Select Wealth are not affiliated with Kestra IS or Kestra AS. Investor Disclosures: https://www.kestrafinancial.com/disclosures
Congratulations Ellen and Bob, and Danielle!

Thank you for your dedication to the Hillel JUC and our Jewish community.

-The Plung/Resnick Families
Thank you Danielle for inspiring so many students to embrace their heritage, their religion, and their love for learning.

Matt and Marcie Weinstein
Bob and Ellen,
Thanks for all you do.
We love you both so much.

Rabbi Jamie and Barbara Gibson
Mazel Tov Ellen and Bob!
Kol Hakavod for all you have done for the Hillel JUC and the Pittsburgh Jewish Community.

Todah Rabah Danielle Kranjec!
Kol Hakavod for all of your inspiration and leadership for the next generation of the Jewish Community.

Blessings and Love,
Elizabeth, Arnold, and Alyssa
Mazel Tov to Bob and Ellen for this well-deserved honor, and congratulations to all the Campus Superstar contestants!

Karen and Tom Bernstein

IT’S TIME FOR A POST-PANDEMIC REVIEW of your portfolio

Recent events have reminded us all, that nothing is guaranteed. History tells us with every downfall follows a recovery. Is your investment portfolio and financial plan updated and properly positioned to reap the benefits?

Fragasso Financial Advisors is a fiduciary providing a platform of personalized comprehensive financial planning for both individuals and corporations for fifty years. We are here to provide guidance for you and your clients.

LET’S TALK...
412.227.3200 | FRAGASSOADVISORS.COM

Fragasso is proud to support CAMPUS SUPERSTAR
Congratulations
and thank you

Ellen and Bob Katzen
for helping to ensure campus environments that foster learning and inclusiveness for all students.

Ina and Larry Gumberg
LG Realty Advisors, Inc.
535 Smithfield St.
Suite 900
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222
(412) 281-9100

Bob and Ellen—
Mazel Tov on this honor: We love and admire you.
Michael, Janet, Leah, Ammiel and Amalia Kamon
With gratitude to Ellen and Bob
For EVERYTHING you do
For Hillel JUC, our Students,
And our Community!

Jill and Philip Lehman

Mazel Tov to our “Besties”
Bob and Ellen Katzen,
Honorees of Hillel JUC’s Campus Superstar 2022.

The Pittsburgh community is fortunate to have your dedication to Hillel JUC and so many other worthwhile organizations.

With our love and admiration,
David and Carol
Thank you to Bob and Ellen Katzen for all you have done to strengthen Pittsburgh’s Jewish community through your hard work and generosity.

Thank you to Hillel JUC for welcoming and inspiring Pittsburgh’s university students.

Thank you to all the Campus Superstar participants who have made this evening so fun.

Ken Levin and Marcie Mitre

Congratulations Bob and Ellen! You are an inspiration to all of us.

Elliott Oshry
Dee Jay Oshry
Bart Rack
MAZEL TOV!
To Ellen and Bob Katzen
And the Hillel JUC for an amazing event!
Good luck to this year’s
Campus Superstar finalists!

Andy and Rita Rabin
In memory of...
Ellen Weiss Kander
Whose dedication, kindness, and generosity continue to inspire our community.

Louisa and Jim Rudolph

Honoring...
Ellen and Bob Katzen
For helping to build vibrant Jewish life on campus.

In memory of...
Ellen Weiss Kander
Whose dedication, kindness, and generosity continue to inspire our community.

Louisa and Jim Rudolph

Congratulations to Bob and Ellen for this honor and to all the Campus Superstar contestants performing this evening!

– David Sufrin and Diane Samuels
Congratulations
to tonight’s honorees,
the incredible student performers,
and Hillel JUC!

- Amy Herlich

Howard and Jan Engelberg
applaud Super Stars
Ellen and Bob Katzen

Congrats
from Rabbi
Jeremy R.
& Marissa
Weisblatt
MOAB
CLINICAL RESEARCH CONSULTING, INC.
QUALITY AND AUDITING SOLUTIONS FOR CLINICAL TRIALS

Olga Pizov 330-715-8539
opizov@gmail.com

MOAB CRC Proudly Supports
Hillel Jewish University Center of Pittsburgh Campus Superstar

Unforgettable flavors for an unforgettable event.
Modern cuisine for a simcha to remember.

ELEGANT EDGE
CATERING CO.
CERTIFIED KOSHER

Mazel Tov to all of the Superstar honorees and Hillel staff for this incredible event.
From Jason Binder and Rachel Firestone

Thank you Ellen and Bob for all you do for the community!
Jane and Bruce Rollman
Congratulations to Bob and Ellen for your many contributions to Hillel, and Mazal Tov to Danielle for your tireless efforts to inspire our future Jewish leaders.

Vicky and Steve Hoffman

Mazel Tov to Ellen & Bob Katzen, a most deserving couple, for your lifelong commitment to the Pittsburgh Jewish community and the future of young people.

Your fan club, Lynne & Blair Jacobson

Congratulations Superstars! We support the Hillel JUC!

Phyllis and Jordan Warshafsky
Mazel Tov to Danielle for this special award, and thank you for the incredible impact you make on the Jewish future.

Jim Moritz and Eva Ostrakovna

Medical Cannabis Patient Certification

Telephone or video consultation

Locally owned, recommended by local physicians
412 345 3791
www.pghmmj.com

Proud Supporter of Hillel Pittsburgh

Paul K. Rudoy, CPA/PFS
Managing Partner
pkrudoy@h2rcpa.com

412.391.2920 | h2rcpa.com

Medical Cannabis Practice.
Dear Danielle, Mazal tov! Thank you for everything that you do to support Jewish students on campus. Your impact is inspirational and I wish you much success for many years to come.

Love, Karen Segal

Danielle, You’ve taught me what it means that Torah is not in the heavens by bringing it to life in the mouths and hearts of every Jewish student. Thank you for everything and Mazal Tov!

Alan Menaged
Mazel tov on this wonderful honor. Thank you for always being there to listen, give advice, teach, and help me grow as a Jewish leader and individual. Yishar kochech!

Brian Burke

To my inspiration and role model, the person who made Hillel JUC feel like home- you showed me the true meaning of passion, empathy, and warmth and it’s you who I aspire to be like daily! You have brightened my life in more ways than you know and I will carry the impact you have had and continue to have on me forever! So grateful to have you as a mentor, role model, and confidant!

Love you Danielle!!! XOXO,

Jamie Schachter
Congratulations!

We are so proud to be your family!

♥

Pam and Ralph, Amy and Andy, Abby, Josh and Patrick
Samantha, Tristan, Molly, Ben, Jack,
Lexie and Scarlett
A huge thank you to Ellen and Bob Katzen for their tremendous support of the Hillel JUC.

Mazel Tov to everyone who has made tonight’s Campus Superstar such a great success.

Dan, Debbie, Benji, Natan and Eliora Marcus
Kol Hakavod and Yasher Koah to Ellen and Bob!

Our community is a better place thanks to your leadership and dedication.

~With love and admiration from Megan and Robert Glimcher
Looking for qualified contractors with highly-trained electrical workers for all your electrical & telecommunication needs? Contact (412) 432-1400

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
Local Union No. 5
5 Hot Metal Street Southside
Pittsburgh, PA

Thomas R. McIntyre
Business Manager

Michael W. Varholla
President

William C. Garner
Vice President

Alfred L. Franklin IV
Recording Secretary

James M. Saeler
Treasurer
Proudly Supports
Hillel JUC’s
Campus Superstar 2022

Insuring Our Neighborhood Since 1941
5020 Centre Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213
(412) 681-2700
www.wagneragency.com
Bodine Perry proudly supports Hillel JUC in honoring community superstars, Bob & Ellen Katzen, and in recognizing Danielle Kranjec for her outstanding contributions!

Best wishes to all
2022 CAMPUS SUPERSTARS

Shine BRIGHTLY!

412.571.0500
BodinePerry.com

Franny and Bob,
You are our Superstars.
We love you!

Amy, Gary, and Mitchell
♥
The IT firm chosen by the Chosen People.

fsaconsulting.us  |  (412) 228-3100

Ellen and Bob
Kol haKovod
for your lifetime of good works.
Our community is so lucky to have you.

The Garfinkel Family
Essie and Raven
(your honey and your honey’s honey)
Our congratulations to

Bob and Ellen Katzen

for the positive impact you have in the

Jewish community.

Carol Robinson and Jeffrey Markel
Stephen Robinson
Kudos to Dan Marcus and the rest of the terrific Hillel staff!

from Ralph and Dodie Roskies
Congratulations to all the Campus Superstar Finalists. We look forward to seeing what the future holds for each of you.
Mazel tov to Ellen & Bob, and Danielle on your well-deserved honors!
Thank you for your support of Hillel JUC and the Pittsburgh Jewish community.

Barbara and Fred Gilman

Mazel Tov to our wonderful neighbors and friends, Bob & Ellen Katzen!
Aviva, Pinchas, Jonah, Eli & Liam Rosenberg

Congratulations Bob and Ellen! Thank you for your dedication and lifetime support.

Barb & Ed Siegel
Bob and Ellen,
Best wishes from Barbara
and Jerry Rosenberg

Congratulations
Ellen and Bob
– well deserved!

Barbara and Larry
Shuman

Congratulations
to Bob and Ellen
the best
brother and
sister-in-law-ever!
Love, Sally

Ellen, Bob and Danielle

IN A WORLD
WHERE YOU
CAN BE
ANYTHING,
BE KIND

THANK YOU FOR
YOUR KINDNESS

With respect and love
the Rosen Family
Mazel Tov
to superstars
Bob and Ellen Katzen
for this special and
well-deserved honor!

Louise and Michael
Malakoff

IN HONOR OF OUR FRIENDS
BOB & ELLEN KATZEN

We are so proud of
the wonderful things
you have done for the
Pittsburgh Jewish
community and beyond.

Your activism, kindness,
and generosity know
no bounds.

All our love and cheers to
60+ years of friendship.

MARVIN & JUDY LEVICK

Mazel Tov to Ellen and Bob Katzen,
Danielle Kranjec, and to all of the
Campus Superstar contestants!

- The Hillel JUC Student Boards
Community Day School is proud to join Hillel JUC in honoring Bob & Ellen Katzen and CDS alumni parent Danielle Kranjec.

Visit us at comday.org
Congratulations to all the Campus Superstars!

Glassworks and Cheeks, Cheeks on Forbes, and Feathers are now one big happy family!
Danielle,
Todah Rabah,
for all you’ve done for your
students, the Hillel movement
and the Jewish people.
We are all richer for your work.

From your friends and
colleagues at Hillel International
CHRISTINA MONTEMURRO
PHOTOGRAPHY

Weddings • Mitzvahs

www.christinamontemurro.com
412.608.5693
Congratulations to the finalists of Campus Superstar, and mazel tov to honorees Bob and Ellen Katzen and Danielle Kranjec!

PITTSBURGH Jewish Chronicle
Always hitting the right note
Read us in print, online and in your in-box.
Bob and Ellen,
Congratulations! Keep up the good work!

Jack and Bobbie Kalmanson

Danielle thank you for all that you do to inspire Jewish college students first in Pittsburgh and now Nationally. Your neshama shines through in all the work you do and you bring joy to everyone who has the opportunity to learn and work with you.

- Avigail
Mazel Tov to tonight’s honorees, and thank you to our generous sponsors, the production staff, and the contestants who made this magical night happen!

- The Hillel JUC staff
Thank You

to the Presenting Sponsors of
Campus Superstar 2022

Rose and Ed Berman

The Philip Chosky Charitable & Educational Foundation

Sissy and Bill Lieberman

Rhoda and Chuck Steiner

Hillel
Leadership • Taglit-Birthright • Israel • Friends • Hebrew Classes
Jewish Identity • Shabbat • Holidays • Challah for Hunger • Lunch & Learn
Social Action • Networking • Yoga • Community Services